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This special issue contains contributions from the broad
interdisciplinary ﬁelds of bionanotechnology and nano-
medicine. Nanotechnology has great promise in biology and
medicine. This includes new approaches to fundamental
studies, improved methods for detection of protein or
nucleic acid-based biomarkers of disease, and new ways to
administer drugs or vaccines or enhancing their eﬀects. The
tools of nanotechnology provide new insights into mech-
anisms of normal biological functions and diseases. Novel
nanotechnology-based imaging methods reveal structural
and functional information at progressively higher levels of
resolution,bothinvitro,incellsandinorganisms.Molecular
components of biological systems on their own can be often
viewed as nanoscale machines with functions that have been
tuned through evolution and with design principles often
based on self-assembly and self-organization phenomena.
These biological nanomachines can be incorporated into
micro- and nanofabricated devices, a merger that yields
novel structures and functionalities.
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